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Positive Learning Behaviours based on animals are central to our school’s
ethos for learning and the school’s values for behaviour. These will be

referred to specifically in lessons and pupils will be rewarded for
demonstrating these positive behaviours.  They are as follows:

good listening - a bat working as a team - a bee being resilient - an ant
making links - spider taking risks - a meerkat being curious - a cat
being independent - a tiger having empathy - a monkey being creative - a unicorn
being wise - an owl being ready to learn - an elephant



HORWOOD AND NEWTON TRACEY PRIMARY PROGRESSION OF SKILLS - MATHS

Subject: Maths - arithmetic progression

Intent:
Our maths curriculum is designed to furnish children with important and accurate mathematical knowledge, to encourage children to reason,
think critically and be curious (animal learning behaviour - cat), as well as methodical and logical. They should be resilient in developing
arithmetic and reasoning skills (animal behaviour - ant). We want our maths curriculum to enable children to make links (animal learning
behaviour - spider). They will be taught to explore maths in depth, using mathematical vocabulary to reason and explain their workings.
They should use a wide range of mathematical resources and learn to show their workings in a concrete fashion, before establishing ways of
pictorially and formally representing their understanding.Through our maths teaching, we aim to enable our pupils to compare and contrast
information and recognise the impact maths has on our everyday, modern lives.

Implementation:
● Maths lessons could start with a mindmap of what the children already know under the headings of skills and knowledge.  The

children will also write questions about what they would like to find out.
● White Rose Maths will be used for planning maths lessons to ensure coverage across mixed year groups and to ensure high quality

using and applying questions.
● Questioning will be developed throughout the teaching units with questions starters such as: if, when, will, should, could, would, how,

did, who, etc.
● A knowledge organiser and pre-learning of vocabulary (to offer equality of learning for all) will start the topic.
● Maths skills and knowledge will be taught through a variety of teaching and learning styles.
● Finally, the mindmap could be completed again, in a different colour, to show learning for knowledge and skills and the impact of the

teaching and learning will be recorded.
● Planning will be informed from the higher year group (for a mixed age class) medium term plans provided by White Rose Maths.
● Children will refer back to prior learning before starting the next unit of work.
● Arithmetic will be undertaken at the start of each lesson (12/12 questions timed and differentiated 8/8 for support group).
● Each class will tackle a “problem of the day” to use and apply reasoning skills, every day.
● Children will be taught using a one-year programme.

Impact:
There is an expected progression of skills mapped for each year group to identify the learning which will take place in each stage throughout
the school by following the maths programme of study, against which the children and teachers will assess impact and attainment.
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Autumn EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2
12 out of 12
Arithmetic

Progression

YR Y1 & Y2
main class topic: down on
the farm/traditional tales

Y3 & Y4
main class topic: Stone age/

iron age

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: Victorians

KNOWLEDGE See White
Rose Maths
progression

of
knowledge
and skills

Addition and subtraction Addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division

Addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, fractions and decimals

SKILLS Addition of single-digit numbers
Subtraction of a single-digit number
from a two-digit number, crossing

ten
Repeated addition of numbers below

10, up to a total of 20
Repeated subtraction of a single

digit number from numbers below
20

Column addition TU
Column subtraction TU

Addition and subtraction with
missing numbers

times tables multiplication using a
bar model

multiplying and dividing by 10, 100
and 1000

division using a bar model
Halves and quarters of numbers

using bar models

Column addition ThHTU crossing
boundaries

Column addition U.TthHth
Column subtraction ThHTU with

decomposition
Column subtraction U.TthHth

multiplication using times tables and
partitioning (e.g. 13 x 6 = 10 x 6 +

3 x 6)
multiplying and dividing by 10, 100

and 1000
multiplication of a 2-digit or 3-digit
number by a 1-digit number using

grid method
dividing a 2-digit number by a
1-digit number using bus stop

method
Fractions of numbers using bar

models
Adding and subtracting fractions

with the same denominator
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Spring EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2
YR Y1 & Y2

main class topic: Help!
Y3 & Y4

main class topic: Romans
Y5 & Y6

main class topic: Explorers,
Finding the Mayans

KNOWLEDGE See White
Rose Maths
progression

of
knowledge
and skills

Addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division

Addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division and

fractions.

Addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, fractions, decimals and

percentages.

SKILLS Addition of a single-digit number
to a two-digit number

Subtraction of a single-digit
number from a two-digit number,

crossing tens boundaries
Multiplication using the two times

table
Division using the two times

table

Column addition HTU
Column subtraction HTU

Addition and subtraction with
missing numbers

times tables multiplication using a
bar model

multiplying and dividing by 10, 100
and 1000

division using a bar model
Halves and quarters of numbers

using bar models

Column additionTthThHTU crossing
boundaries

Column addition U.TthHth
Column subtraction TthThHTU with

decomposition
Column subtraction U.TthHth

multiplication using times tables and
partitioning (e.g. 13 x 6 = 10 x 6 +

3 x 6)
multiplying and dividing by 10, 100

and 1000
multiplication of a 2-digit or 3-digit
number by a 2-digit number using

grid method
dividing a 3-digit number by a
1-digit number using bus stop

method
Fractions of numbers using bar

models
Adding and subtracting fractions
with the different denominators

Multiplying decimals
percentages with whole number

answers
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Summer EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2
YR Y1 & Y2

main class topic: Castles and
dragons

Y3 & Y4
main class topic: rainforests

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: Ancient

Greeks
KNOWLEDGE See White

Rose Maths
progression

of
knowledge
and skills

Addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division and

fractions.

Addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, fractions

and decimals.

Addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, fractions, decimals and

percentages.

SKILLS Column addition TU
Column subtraction TU

Addition and subtraction with
missing numbers

multiplication using a bar model
division using a bar model

Halves and quarters of numbers
using bar models

Column addition HTU crossing
boundaries

Column addition U.TthHth
Column subtraction HTU with

decomposition
Column subtraction U.TthHth

multiplication using times tables and
partitioning (e.g. 13 x 6 = 10 x 6 +

3 x 6)
multiplying and dividing by 10, 100

and 1000
multiplication of a 2-digit or 3-digit
number by a 1-digit number using

grid method
dividing a 2-digit number by a
1-digit number using bus stop

method
Fractions of numbers using bar

models
Adding and subtracting fractions

with the same denominator

Column additionHthTthThHTU
crossing boundaries

Column addition U.TthHthTth
Column subtraction HthTthThHTU

with decomposition
Column subtraction U.TthHthThth

multiplication using times tables and
partitioning (e.g. 13 x 6 = 10 x 6 +

3 x 6)
multiplying and dividing by 10, 100

and 1000
multiplication of a 2-digit or 3-digit
number by a 2-digit number using

grid method
dividing a 4-digit number by a
2-digit number using bus stop

method
Fractions of numbers

Adding and subtracting fractions
with the different denominators and

mixed numbers
Multiplying and dividing fractions

and mixed numbers
Multiplying decimals

percentages


